
TAKE YOUR REAL ESTATE 
MARKETING STRATEGY 

TO THE NEXT LEVEL
&

LOOKING TO UP YOUR REAL ESTATE MARKETING GAME?
Here you will find the most vital real estate marketing tactics, compiled from our research of the top 5% of real 

estate agents. Some of these tactics are more advanced, but all can be implemented successfully if committed. 

If you have any questions about the info here, don’t hesitate to contact our team,  

sales@cevado.com or call (509) 682-2519

J E N N  T A T E



SOCIAL MEDIA PRESENCE
Without a doubt, one of the most important things you can do for yourself and your business is to use 

social media outlets regularly and strategically. You cannot grow rapidly in today’s world without a strong 

social media presence. At the very least, you need to have a dedicated business  

Facebook page, an Instagram account, and a LinkedIn profile.

Posting guidelines vary by platform, but generally as of today’s day, best guidelines suggest you’ll want to 

post once a day on Facebook and LinkedIn, at least one to two times a day on Instagram, and around 15 

times a day if you are on Twitter. 

Posts should be relevent and engaging. Know who your audience is and when they are most active on 

social media. You can find this information out by using Facebook and Instagram’s built-in analytics 

software, or by utilizing a social media management program, like Sprout Social. With a platform like 

Sprout Social, you can schedule posts on every major social networking platform, view detailed analytics 

reports, interact with your followers, respond to comments, as well as discover accounts to follow and 

articles to share— all in one place.

ESTABLISH YOURSELF AS AN 
INDUSTRY EXPERT
Establishing yourself as an industry expert is as simple as being a content creator. All you have to do is 

create content that your audience wants to consume and share. Start with a blog on your website where 

you can write short articles about things people buying or selling a home would like to read such as “10 

Staging Tips To Get Your Home Sold Now” or “Top 5 Most Asked Questions When Buying a Home”. 

Don’t be afraid to get creative with it. Do you own a home? Think about things you would have liked to 

have known before you bought (or sold) a home, outline it, and then write out an informational article 

about it. Have someone review them for spelling errors and grammar before you post them too— there’s 

nothing that ruins credibility quicker than spelling and grammar errors!

Also, don’t feel like you have to stick to just writing blogs. Regularly scheduled podcasts are another 

great tool to get others to perceive you as being an expert in the real estate industry. You can even invite 

other successful real estate professionals to speak on your podcast, further boosting your credibility as a 

real estate expert. If starting a podcast sounds intimidating, don’t worry! Try creating informational  

YouTube videos or starting a SnapChat dedicated to your business. Facebook Live is also an excellent 

way to answer questions that people might have as they are thinking about buying or selling a home. 

There are endless ways to position yourself as an industry expert. 

One really important point to keep in mind: when writing content for blogs, or social 

media posts, or when speaking on podcasts, try your best not to come across as too ‘promotional’. Peo-

ple won’t respect you if they feel like your only intention is to sell them something. You want to establish a 

relationship with your clients, and the more they feel like you genuinely care about helping them, the more 

they will respect you as a real estate agent



UTILIZE A BRANDED SELLER’S WEBSITE
Having a website dedicated to generating seller leads is just as important as having a website where  

potential home buyers can search through available listings. On a seller site, it’s more about branding 

yourself as an agent who can sell someone’s home quickly and efficiently, whereas on an IDX search 

website, the focus is on getting more people looking to buy a home. The language used attract people 

looking to sell their homes is vastly different than the language used for people looking for a home to buy. 

Instead of trying to group them into one website, you will get much better traction having a dedicated 

Seller’s Site. 

DON’T UNDERESTIMATE CLIENT  
TESTIMONIALS
Most people will agree that they trust a business much more if that business has several positive or 5-star 

reviews. In fact, according to a local consumer survey conducted by BrightLocal, 84% of consumers  

trust online reviews as much as a personal reccomendation and 74% of consumers say that positive  

reviews make them trust a local business more.

If you don’t have business pages already set up on review sites like Google, Facebook and Zillow, be sure 

to take the time to get those set up, or claim ownership of any business pages on these sites that you 

don’t already have access to. From there, ensure that all of your contact information that clients might 

need when looking to meet with you is up to date. Then start asking your clients that had a positive  

experience with you to pop by your review pages and leave a detailed 5 star review, but don’t be too 

pushy about it. Not everyone is going to want to take the time to do write a review for you and you may 

tarnish your relationship with them if you push them too hard to write one. Usually the people that truly 

did have a 5-star experience with you will have no problem writing a review, and it’s better to have a small 

handful of great reviews on your business pages than it is to have hundreds of mediocre ones. 

OFFER AN IDX WEBSITE WITH A SEARCHABLE MAP
I cannot stress enough the importance of having a website for clients to search through available listings 

on their own time. With Zillow paving the way for buyers to search through houses at any time during the 

day, it is crucial to have your own website with an easy to use IDX search. Several sources indicate that 

80% of all home-buyers start their search online before contacting a real estate agent. By setting up your 

own website for your clients to view homes, you can capture potential clients information and prevent 

buyers from going elsewhere. 

While having a lead capture system in place on your website is extremely important, it is also important to 

be able to allow your clients to continue searching if they feel uncomfortable giving their information away 

immediately. I can’t tell you the number of times I have clicked away from someone’s website because 

they required me to give them my information in order to use their website, or how many times I have 

inputted a false name and email just to keep using their site. The best way to get quality leads is by  

cultivating respect with your potential clients, and you can do this by offering real value without  

necessarily asking for anything in return. If people feel like you are offering genuine value, they  

will be more likely to give you their contact information. 

Another thing, having a website is completely useless if it is hard to use or poorly designed. Investing 



time and money in hiring good designers is crucial. Think about how many times you have used a poorly 

designed, confusingly laid out website. Did you get frustrated and click away from it after a short period 

of time? The last thing you want is for your potential clients to click away from your website just  

because it is hard to use. Include your IDX search near the top of the page to allow buyers  

to search quickly, and easily. 

HAVE A SOLID LEAD GENERATION STRATEGY
There are endless ways to generate leads in today’s world. From facebook & Instagram, to Zillow, Trulia, 

Billboards, Radio etc. You could go in several different directions as far as lead generation strategy goes. 

The most important thing, however, is that you have an actual strategy in place, and that you utilize more 

than one lead generation tool. One great way to generate more seller leads is to have a website in place 

for people to search how much their home is worth. Most people contemplating selling their home will 

start the process by researching how much their home is worth, and how much they can profit by selling 

their home. By having a website in place for people to search for that info, you can capture their informa-

tion and get ahold of  them once they make that search. 

As I mentioned previously, it is also important to have more than one method in place to generate leads. 

Think of it as being omnipresent– you want to have a widespread target area. This means taking  

advantage of not just one lead source. Some things you may want to think about are: setting up a good 

email marketing campaign, ensuring your websites have lead generating forms on them to build up your 

email lists, investing in a CRM system like Salesforce or Infusionsoft, setting up a Google AdWords  

campaign, cold calling expired listing owners and FSBO’s, and keeping all of your  

social media channels active. 

NETWORK WITH OTHER SUCCESSFUL REAL 
ESTATE PROFESSIONALS
Motivational speaker, Jim Rohn, once said that you are the average of the 5 people you hang out with 

most. The same can be said for those you surround yourself with online. Following other successful 

members of the real estate industry is a great way to gain insight on how other people promote their  

business, as well as to gather ideas on how to promote your own business. If you create relationships 

with other leaders in the real estate industry, you can  ask questions about how to better your own busi-

ness and become as successful as they are in the industry. Find at least 5 successful real estate leaders 

to follow, and regularly like their posts, leave comments, watch their  posting habits and learn from them. 

The great thing about social media is that you have a small insight as to what other people do in their 

day-to-day lives. If you are following leaders in the real estate industry, you can see how their daily  

routines differ from other, less successful, individuals and from there– you can model your own routines 

after theirs, therefore positioning yourself to be like the successful people you follow. Surround yourself 

with success and, without knowing it, you will start picking up on the habits and routines that successful 

individuals utilize.

the best part of our job is helping people to grow their business. Please don’t hesitate to reach 

out, we are happy to brainstorm and help out, no strings attached/ If you have any questions 

about the info here, please contact our team, sales@cevado.com or call (509) 682-2519


